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The joke's on you

1 New house
Big bows

Do not try to adjust your newspaper, we have tnir„
printing- We control the headlines...we control the storTes °Z "*
change reality t o a humorousblur, o r sharpen it t o satiric wit F o rZ
next several pages just sit back, relax and enjoy your Ann/ £ ?edition. Most of the articles in this issue are completely fictional"and
places or things' liJ*
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;Presents presents the ultimate fitness test

By Oscar Harmeyer

j This weekend, the UOP sororities will be the site of the year's!
^greatest endurance race. Presents, taking place April 4. Will test the '
^pledges' name-memorization skills, their standing-in-heels ability, and'
Jthe ease with which they can keep dry palms. They must be able to <
I smile for hours without water, and show up for early morning \
J pictures, looking lively and lovely in their all-white dresses. All those(
§8 who survive the strenuous ordeal will be treated to a festive evening of <
g§ fraternity yells (mating calls?) and good food — the Presents Ball. [
Buses will be provided to and from the event to eliminate possible <
S deaths from sleeping and driving.
<

^Ex-first lady mourned I. Magnin tragedy

\

<| Imelda Marcos, ex-first lady of the Phillipines befalls tradgedy. This I
QZweekend Mrs. Marcos spent what she had planned to be a relaxing <
weekend away. Instead, a horrible incident occured at I. Magnin. Mrs. <
& Marcos found a pair of shoes she HAD to have, but the store was <
Pcompletely sold out in her size. She returned home a day early and \
& refused to speak to anyone. Relatives say she is suffering an extreme c
gibout of depression.
[
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Serving spoiled brats
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^Fraternities finally bury historic hatchet

and

God Okamoto

A

fter months of grueling
deliberation, the SIS Dean
Search Committee has announced
that they have chosen Lt. Col.
Oliver North as the dean of the
new School of International
Studies. North has accepted the
appointment and will assume his
duties starting with the 1987-88
school year.
North's selection came as a sur
prise to several SIS students who
recalled that during his open meet
ing with the students, North de
clined to answer any questions on
the grounds of possible selfincrimination. According to a
committee spokesman, however,
North exhibited an extensive
knowledge of foreign policy as well
as financial affairs in his previous
position.
It has been rumored that
North's persona] secretary, Fawn
Hall, will follow North to his pew
assignment and will continue in her

position as aide to North. Some of
her duties will include making coffee, picking up dry cleaning, buy-

Ikv
> •
Lt. Col. OLIVER NORTH
Waghom
ing birthday and anniversary pre
sents, confirming golf foursomes,
and routine paper shredding.
When questioned about this ru5fiorv one cpmmhtee member re"We, on the committee,

couldn't be happier. Ms. Hall's
presence will be aesthetically pleas
ing which in turn will help increase
the enrollment of our new school."
North, not initially considered
for the position, became available
for employment upon his recent
job displacement. After his name
mysteriously appeared among
those being considered, President
Stan McCaffrey instructed the
committee to begin the necessary
interviewing process required of all
SIS dean candidates. When ques
tioned if he, himself, added
North's name to the list, Stan
replied, "Well, now, I don't re
member." McCaffrey then, when
asked if he even knew of North's
candidacy, avoided an answer,
feigning laryngitis.
In an effort to discover just how
North became a candidate, The
Pacifier Commission began ques
tioning the Tower. A surprised
Academic Vice President Oscar
Jarvis replied, "No one told me
anything about it." Still in search
of some explanation, The Pacifier
,contacted the office of Vice

President Executive Assistant Clif
ford Dochterman, only to learn
that Dochterman has been termin
ated from his position. "That
darn Beth, it's all her fault. She
didn't like Cliff from the begin
ning," his secretary was heard
mumbling in the vacated office.
Astonished at the latest develop
ment, The Pacifier sought an ex
planation from Beth McCaffrey.
"I'm just trying to protect Stan,"
stated Beth. "I tried to talk to
Cliff, but he kept hanging up on
me."
Apparently the only one who
can answer the question of just
how North became a candidate is
former Vice President of Student
Life Judith Chambers. Chambers
recently took on lower position as
Vice President of Paper Pushing
after she refused to cooperate with
the Pacifier Commission's investi
gation of the Tower.
Dean North is expected to arrive
by station wagon early this sum
mer to become acquainted with the
new school, and learn the innerworkings.of UOP.
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Putnam follows Roberts, requests donations
Baba Wawa
Speech Thewapist

K "It's over! It's over!" The cries rang out across the campus. After /
}endless years of fighting and slander, ASE and Alchemia have %
3officially called a truce, and are in the process of organizing a treaty. f
3The treaty, officially titled "The 'Aw, Let's Give It Up' Agreement,"
|will be signed by the presidents of both fraternities in a poolside gg
^ceremony to be held in President McCaffrey's back yard.
yg
x Plans for the agreement include the formation of a union between
xthe two groups, tentatively called "Asinania." As a result, ASE and i®
Alchemia will be able to party together without incident, share f
^suggestions in the choice of a daily flag, and it will allow them to gang
|up on neighboring fraternity, Omeager Pi Alfalfa, as a team.

W

hat do religion, death and
rising tuition have in com
mon? If Gary Putnam has his way,
hopefuly a great deal.
Following the lead of TV evan
gelist Oral Roberts, Putnam an
nounced last week that 'If enough
money is not raised to significantly
lower tuition in future years,' he
will be 'called home' by his maker.
When Roberts received what
was thought to be the final $1.8

million from a Florida business
man was when Putnam decided to
embark on this life or death pro
ject. "I figured if that old guy
could do it, then I should have no
problem,"Putnam explained. He
hasn't put an exact dollar amount
on his goal yet, but said, "I want
to collect enough money to lower
the unreasonably high cost of at
tending Pacific." He also included
in his project donating about
$50,000 to help finally pay off The
Pacifican debt, a debt which Put
nam said, "sure isn't fair."

University officials on the whole
seem pleased with the idea. Direc
tor of Financial Aid Paul Phillips
said, "Hey, if it will make our job
easier, more power to him." But
ASUOP professional staff member
Gillian Murphy, while in support
of the concept, isn't sure just how
far it should go. "I just hope he's
careful," commented Murphy.
Mimicking Robert's tactic of
retreating to a prayer tower toward
the end of the drive, Putnam plans
on hiding out in Burns Tower
atop the water tank. "Maybe peo

ple will make donations out of
magnanimity," said Putnam, who,
it's rumored, will be busy p. .dic
ing his Students Against Multiple
Sclerosis routine while in the Tow
er.
In an unrelated story, Abe Lin
coln contacted Putnam about his
impersonation of our sixteenth
president. Lincoln reputedly said,
"Four score and seven years ago,
people just didn't do this kind of
thing."

Feud leaves Sidewinder slain Health Center gets number 1 rating
bY Clark Kent
Mlld

By Fish A. Trout

Mannered Reporter
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he morale of The Pacifier
staff hit an all-time low on
Monday, following the accidental
footing and death of Nasty
Comments Editor Sidewinder
Cower.
Jhe events, according to the
°fficial Campus Security report,
as follows: At approximately
P.m., on the afternoon of
Mon., March 30, Across the
J>dge and Managing Editor
harles Brown fired his unlicen^ caliber Smith & Wesson inthe face of Cower at Pointblank range.
, II was an accident!" Brown
med. "I had just finished
c,'
Fining it when I showed it to
nm der ~ she has the desk
cb l° m"le—so s^e cou^ see how
thin
^,arre' was- The next
dy.8 * knew, most of her was
8 back against the wall, and
y8un was smoking."
'Wo !r inc'^ent apparently folgja 5 'tors. Koda Krome, Photo
shop Editor and witness to the
alw
'stated ^ "—they were
ays fighting. They didn't like
9lw °ther very much, and they
Cha^r
each other names.
PejTr® (Brown) used to get exastian ^aus6 she asked him so
pa y dumb questions about the
^OUIH ' knew something like this
u happen sooner or later."
fading to Public Safety Ofstat ^ Palooka, Brown was in a
, of shock when they arrived.
We were a little late in answer-

maladies as the key determinant
pills. According to Dr. Tnow,
over second place finisher, The
"Guys can get protection
Mayo Clinic. Stanford Medical
anywhere these days. Anyway,
Center finished a distant third.
that should be the woman's re
NAMEIT strongly believes that sc x
sponsibility. It's her problem, you
1
is
not something that should be
know.'
discussed with a doctor, or anyon
As for sexually transmitted dis
else for that matter.
ease control, they think informa
As for future goals of the Cen
tion will protect those individuals
ter, Dr. Tnow stated, "Well, of
who engage in "immoral sex."
course we'll continue what we'
"All of those things are discussed
doing so we can get more awards..
in our pamphlets. If someone
Personally, I am going to develop
thinks they have a problem, they
a new "quick diagnosis" system,
can read the books and compare
and try it out here. I'll be able to
their symptoms to the cartoon
tell what is wrong with them b
drawings," Nurse Mary Young
using only a throat culture and
said.
seeing
how he or she reacts to the
But none of this was mentioned
pills I prescribe."
by NAMEIT, who cited the Health
Center's excellence in diagnosing
-as- mt.mamr- a* >»
tmk mm.aaeoascwtt.mt. tm-xm.
I

he Cowell Student Health
Center has recently been
named the Medical Facility of the
Year by the National Association
of Medical Examiners in Training
(NAMEIT) for providing excellen
ce, among other things, to the
UOP students, faculty and staff.
"Well, I guess it is hard to
believe/' said Receptionist Jess
Havaseat, who continued by say
ing, "We just give out what the
students want; uh, need."
The Health Center provides ser
vices to the student body such as
throat cultures for fevers, measles
shots for rashes and antihistemines
for pneumonia.
Distinguished professionals
't:
from all over the world are
expected to flock to the Health
f.
Center in coming weeks to observe
8:01 a.m.: Observed running ,
he
department
of
Public
the techniques employed to cure
Safety would like to report toward the Conservatory, but?
students of what may or may not
\
that
there
was no crime in the made a quick U-turn when he saw£
be ailing them. Some of the Cen
j
recent
period,
but that wouldn't be some of the students.
ter's future guests include Dr.
8:03 a.m.: Ran into the library
Spock, Dr. McCoy, Dr. Jekyll, ' true. So, the following is what we
to startle some early studiers, butz,
I
know
has
happened
in
the
last
Dr. Doolittle, Dr. Seuss, Dr. Kilwas chased out by the other three
dare, Dr. Pepper, and Dr. Ruth.
exposers who said it was 'their
'INDECENT
EXPOSURE:
The
NAMEIT presented the trophy,
oddly shaped like a penicillin tab |usual black male, reported to be turf.
8:08 a.m.: Hit by the door of a
let, to Dr. I. Don Tnow, director • named Floyd, and a former UOP
sorority
as a member ran past him, ^
I
Scrabble
player,exposed
himself
to
of the Center, at their annual
saw
his
tools and paused to say, s
Convention and Used Pill Con i the campus again last week, and
"You must be here to fix thefc
;
his
supposed
itinerary
was
as
foltainer Sale last weekend.
plumbing."
eThe presenters made no mention I Jovvs:
8:11
a.m.:
Still
only
wearing
a"
of the fact that the Health Center [ 7:55 a.m.: Seen in The Summit,
offers no birth control methods for ! where he exposed himself to the T-shirt and red hi tops, ran straight ^
men. They do give pregnancy tests, j cashier instead of paying for his into a pack of fraternity pledge;
(see Exposure, page 3j
and liberally hand out birth control
;*t. m

No crime to report

T

Pacifier/Koda Krome

.
arilp nrnwn reclines at his desk as he awaits the
Shooting suspect Charily ^
^ying that the time between
Ir-sdeath to the arrival of the police was the most relaxing ten
L, he I*ed ft. P»cito ».,rr.
ine the call, because of the tremen
dous traffic between Do""t K^f
and Hand HaU (scene of the mWhen we got there, tms
mey
mumbling "No more Sidewinder

...no more Sidewinder."
Brown was arrested and charged
with murder in self-defense before
being taken into custody.
Incidentally, The Pacifier is now
accepting applications for the posi
tion of Nasty Comments Editor.
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Nasty Comments
Ms. Mistic loves those hate letters
Dear Editor:
I have some very serious con
cerns I would like to discuss with
the campus community. These
problems seem to severely affect
students here at UOP, and I hope
that somebody reading this will
take some of these issues into con
sideration and act promptly to
mend these torn ways.
I still hate the colors of Grace
Covell's walls. I hate it when my
downstairs neighbors turn their
stereo up a million decibles, but
what I really hate is when they
keep changing radio stations every
ten seconds. I hate it when the
fraternities wake me up at 5
a.m. yelling stupid chants. I hate it
when my roommate and I get
obscene messages left on our an

pieces. (My roommate hates it
when there's no skim milk). I hate
it when the salad bowls are frozen
together and when I finally do pry
one loose, and put it on my tray, it
goes flying off onto the floor and
shatters into a million pieces, and
then the entire dining hall gives me
a standing ovation.
I hate it when the Health Center
takes a throat culture and gives me
antibiotics when I've burned my
finger. I really hate it when the
Health Center keeps telling me I'm
pregnant.
I hate it when I almost get run
over by a speeding vehicle when
crossing the street. I hate it when a
driver waves me on to cross the
street and then floors it. I hate it
when it rains and I walk through a

swering machine. I hate it when
somebody else is sleeping in my
bed (without me). I hate it when I
get a notice for a package and it
turns out to be the phonebook. I
hate it when I walk into the
'correct' bathroom and somebody
of the opposite sex is walking out. I
hate it most when somebody pukes
in the shower.
I hate it when my roommate and
I can't find dates for a dance. I
hate it when I get asked for I.D.
when I'm trying to purchase a
lottery ticket. I hate it when the
cutest guy on campus turns out to
be a complete idiot.
I hate it when all the entrees are
slimy, greasy, supposed meat
products for dinner. I hate it when
the lettuce isn't cut up into bite size

six inch 'lake' that I couldn't see. I
hate it when I trip over a pothole m
front of the best looking guy on
campus.
.
I hate staying up past 3 a.m.
to finish a paper due at 8 a.m.
and upon arriving to the same
class, find out that it's been can
celed. I hate it when I have a final
on the last day of finals. I hate it
when I have a final on the first day
of finals. I hate it when the library
doesn't have the magazine article I
need, but what's worse is when it's

Things to come
By Party Cider
Futures Analyst

here it is
For all those with enquiring
minds. For all those who want the
whole scoop on all the poop,
all those out there who want to
know what's going down, what s
going w
where,>
coming up, who's
who s going;
O.K.,

how they're going to get tner ^ ^

what time they'll arrive, this-. uit
Sparing no expense, we have gat
hered together (in one room that is)
on microfilm.
top psychics from around the na
But what I really hate is when tion and asked them to give us
people write totally negative letters their visions of the future on world
to the editor complaining about the issues and things going on nght
things they hate.
here in our own backyard. Yes,
everything you wanted to k
Ms. Opti Mistic but were afraid to ask is now laid
out before you. Let's take a

Take out the wimp RA's not privileged
Nancy for President
Dear Students:
Another victory for the women's
movement. The Supreme Court's
recent decision that allows
employer's to promote women
over better qualified men is a deci
sion that has been long overdue.
We all know that women have
been grossly discriminated against
in the past. If Ronald Reagan has
accomplished anything in his reign
as President, it has to be his
decision to appoint a woman to the
Supreme Court. But behind every
good man, there's an even better
woman.
Nancy Reagan is a diety. With
out her, Ronald Reagan would
never have become president. It
seems that most of the important
decisions made in the White House
are made by Nancy. Ronnie is a
mouthpiece for HER ideas. Well, I
think it's time that Nancy gets the
attention and credit she truly de
serves. I have just formed the
organization to get NANCY elect
ed. I say let's vote NANCY for
PRESIDENT, hallelujah! Her
qualifications are endless. She, like
Ronnie, was in the movie industry.
Like everything else, she was better
at what she did than Ronnie could
ever be.
Nancy has strength. Did Ronnie
have the guts to kick out Donald
Regan? No! Without Nancy, ole

Don would still be in the White
House and who knows what else
he could have managed to create
into scandal.
Nancy has stamina. She has to
walk out of helicopters more times
in a week than most of us have ever
done. And all that arm-waving, it's
hard work believe me.
Nancy has class. Her clothes
make her the most photographed
woman in the country. Christie
Brinkley - watch out. Men admire
Nancy while some women envy
her. But who can resist that face.
It's so honest, so friendly, so... so
sisterly. And check out that china
she chose!
And of course, Nancy has exper
ience. She has been doing most of
the decision making in the White
House for the past seven years.
The White House would not be in
the mess it is in now if Nancy had
the title of Commander-in-Chief of
the Armed Forces. She knows how
to handle problems. She's not a
wimp like Ronnie.
If you want someone with
strength, with stamina, with class
in the White House, VOTE
NANCY FOR PRESIDENT.
Ima Woman
President of Nancy
for President Campaign

«
Kv s» had MrNimr
brought
on by
a bad McNugget she
ate.
Actor Ramond Burr will discover a miracle diet based solely on the
consumption of head cheese and
lose enough weight so that he can
finally remove the shock absorbers
from his toilet seat.
A mentally disturbed Honey'
dew will be caught trying to eat
New York md wm be sentenced to
ufe impriSOnment in the John
Cougar Mellencamp for wayward
fruits.
Howard the Duck will be shot
and served under glass at a state
department dinner.
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Pathetic Whines...
Angelo Spaccoli
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President Reagan will announce

The Rev. Jerry Fallwell will fall that, in fact, he has no memory of
passionately in love with his lire anything in his life, whatsoever.
size, inflatable Fawn Hall doll,
It will be proved that our uni
retire from public life and move verse is in fact just one tiny atom in
only have to buy paint and hire a
Dear Editor:
with it (her) to a small island he the facial hair of some incredibly
I don't know who they are but laborer (a broke student maybe) to
will purchase somewhere off the huge "Mega Being." Panic will
the RA's in some dorms think they paint names on the recently pur
coast of Cuba.
grip the world though, as it is also
have the authority to claim their chased parking spaces. At the end
Mr. T will announce that he is
discovered that this being has just
own parking spaces. They have the of the year, the name could be
running for president and that if
gotten up and is about to shave
nerve to write RESERVED FOR crossed out and the proud new
America does not help him raise $4
After stepping down as presi
RA on the parking space. Well, if owner's name printed over it. The
million, George Peppard will strike
dent in 1988, Ronald Reagan will
they can do it, why can't the rest of psychological rewards of such a
him dead.
program would be tremendous.
sign on to do his first major
the students?
It will be revealed that Lt. Col.
Just
think,
your
own
parking
space
The administration needs to de
Oliver North is in reality the motion picture for television, "The
vise a plan where students can buy, (makes you feel important, doesn't
ong-thought dead Jim Morrison, Winds of War, Part II." His job?
rent or lease a parking space for a it)
lead singer of the '60s rock group, He'll be providing the wind.
The current system of letting
year. The price of the space would
It will be discovered, after a
"The Doors." Mr. Morrison will
depend on its locality. If the space only the RA's have reserved spaces
routine
health examination, that
have no comment on this discovery
to be bought was near the Spanos is unfair. There are students on
Don Johnson's pet alligator, Elvis,
except
to
say,
when
asked
why
Center, it could cost $100 or more. campus who hold positions as
he kept his true identity a secret, has in fact been engaged in a
If the space was a bit more important if not more, than being
'It seemed like a groovy head trip bestial, homosexual relationship
centrally located (perhaps near an RA. I'm sure that Norman
with the Miami Vice star, and has
at the time."
Knoles Hall or WPQ it could be Allen, ASUOP president, would
To the relief of millions, Joan contracted numerous social
diseases. When asked to comment,
Rivers will finally shut up.
The character Pam Ewing on the Elvis will have only to say, "Hey
The current system of letting only RA's reserve parking
television show "Dallas" will wake pal, he told me he was clean."
And finally, perhaps the most
up to discover that she was only
spaces is unfair.
unbelievable
prediction...
dreaming she was dreaming. Bob
The
"National
Enquirer" will
by is still dead, she won't get a pay
be awarded the Pulitzer Prize for
raise,
Jhirmack
Hair
Care
sold anywhere from $500 to several like a parking space close to the
Formula really makes you go bald, outstanding investigative report
thousand. Since demand would UC. And of course, The Pacifier's
_ ...
the city of Dallas has been blown ing.
certainly exceed supply, the admin- ( editor needs a parking space close
Well,
you
can't
be
expected
to
up in a tragic shooting accident,
istration might consider having an to the office especially when she's
believe
all
of
them
can
you?
and
the
entire
nightmare
was
L
auction with the space going to the working late at night. An I'm sure
highest bidder. Just think of the President McCaffrey would like
his very own parking space near
sum of money that could be raised
if the University used good busi Burns Tower, especially on those
ness sense and implemented the rainy days.
WE NEED A PURCHASE-APURCHASE—A—PARKING—,
PARKING-SPACE PROGRAM
able to remain under its current
SPACE program.
Dear Editor:
The costs of this program would NOW!!!
It has come to my attention that ownership. Besides, not only does
Joe Ferrari
be minimal. The University would
through a recent top secret agree Spandex already own most of this
ment with University officials, city, who wants to wear a college
sweatshirt with the letters GAS U
G.A. Spandex is planning on pur
chasing the entire University. What on it?
Sincerely.
I want to know is why this was
Groupie
kept under cover for so long. Why
didn't the University keep the stu
dents informed in regards to the
Dear Miss Depesto
Will Moonlighting be on this week; or are the stars in a tiff?
impending change of ownership?
We're getting tired of reruns, so a new show'd be spiff.
I realize that Spandex has made
We like the way you answer the phone; it's really kinda neat.
several worthy contributions to this
But we can't understand how you accomplish this feat.
Dear Editor:
school and many things have been
I hate your stories. They're
Are your writers so bored that they have nothing to do,
improved. However, I don't think
poorly written and usually full of
except sit around all day making up rhymes for you?
the University as a whole would
incorrect information anyway. The
Cybil said she loves Bruce, we all know that she did,
benefit from this drastic transfer
So what's the deal with that other guy with whom she's having the
ence of power. The results of such
pictures are terrible, and so is the
a measure would include changing
editing. The editorials that you
kids?
Solving cases is for Maddie and Dave, answering the phones is for
the names of all University owned
publish are biased and also boringbuildings which would, in turn,
I must admit though that the
you.
Moonlighting never has any clients, so what do all those other people
create mass confusion and chaos
layout quality of The Pacifican is
among the entire University com
the best I've ever seen. You must
do?
We hope you can answer our questions, to know would really be
munity.
have some outstanding layout en
I would like to encourage all of
fun.
gineers on your staff. If your
And if you can't find the answers maybe you can hire someone.
the students here to band together
layout people ever need a job, have
and keep UOP the way it is today.
them contact me.
Love and kisses,
With a little effort from everyone,
Love and kisses.
Pacifier friends
the University of the Pacific will be
W.R. IHeard

No more Spandex

Bored with reruns

urns IW .
fouu w "

gpd1 f]r

Wrestling promoter Don King
will be hailed as a hero for saving
the life of a 10 year old girl. She
will fall from the 50th floor win
dow of a skyscraper and land
safely in his hair.
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g-13 a.m.: Chased noon
Wood Memorial Bridge by me

bicycle-riding high school siudcnu.
and almost caused a
sion with late moped ndrng UOP
students.
; 8:15 a.m.: Seen heading north
past the Health Center into 0*
fields, yelling. "This place it too
crazy. I'm going to Delta.
THEFTS: Three reports of doth
ing stolen from the laundry roaaM
were reported, including one re
port of missing "very pcnoaal
items." Students are reminded not
to leave their laundry alone at My
time, and especially be carcfd of
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How do you feel about making English the official language of America?
Sandy Blonde
Oceanic Recreation
Fifth Year Freshman
Like fer sure! Oh my God that
would be like so cool!

Joseph Schmo
Philosophy
Senior
It's funny, I hate the itching but I
don't mind the swelling.

TO BE

dea
Manuel Jose Jesus Juan Rodrigues
Madrid de ia Cruz Smith
Lottery Studies
Sophomore
No comprendo Ingles. One lottery
tickit, por favor.
Saa<!sasBzsgz5BB

ini-Tir--„-,

- VakUmir Downhfllsld
Chicken Kiev
Senior
Dah! Wat ta country!

Olga from the Bronx, what's it to
you!
Sophomore
*!*?&+ AND MOVE YOUR
$&*+*&[ CAR!

av*"*bi«
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SrMeu—p s»%j5
Howard the Duck win L
w t d served under glj"be sh°t
1 a state
department dinner
Wrestling promoter rv
wiH be hailed as a hSo r
S
theUfeof a 10 yei 0M ^
will
50»h n^'
n8"1' She
wi" fall from the 50th
"**
do" ?f • skyscraper
^
safely in his hair.
had
President Reagan will an
that, in fact, he has no mem°Unce
will be proved that our•
verse is in fact just onetrnv atn '"
the facial hair of somP
°mm
N* "Mega
gnp the world though asTk T
discovered that this bring has£
gotten up and is about to shave
After stepping down as oral
dent in 1988, Ronald Reagan J
sign on to do his first
motion picture for television "ThP
JftL* W"'. Part »•" His job?
He 11 be providing the wind.
It will be discovered, after a
routine health examination, fthat
Don Johnson's pet alligator, El
Elvis,
has in fact been engaged
w o— iin
«»» u
bestial, homosexual relation!
relationship
with the Miami Vice star, and
~nd has
contracted numerous social
sr
diseases. When asked to comment,
comr
Elvis will have only to say, 1 'Hey
pal, he told me he was clean."
And finally, perhaps the most
unbelievable prediction...
The "National Enquirer' will
be awarded the Pulitzer Prize
F ' for
outstanding investigative report'
ing.
,
Well, you can't be expected
believe all of them can you?

e Spandex
that

reenirhat
was
Vhy
stuthe

able to remain under its current
ownership. Besides, not only does
Spandex already own most of this
city, who wants to wear a college
sweatshirt with the letters GAS
°
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decides to move off campus Generic headline
Newest fraternity on campus

com e

rv
By Charlie
Charlie Brown

W

ell, the search is over and the
quest has come to an end.
After months of waiting and
looking, Thi Phelta Deta, the
newest member in UOP's fraternal
community, has finally found a
house.
Located "slightly off campus"
in an empty field east of highway
99, their new home may put them

at a slight disadvantage come next
year during rush.
"Sure it's a fixer-upper," said
John Oats, Thi Phelt President,"
but with a little paint, some more
plumbing, and a few screws, wefigure we can cram at least thirty
guys in it."
"We also plan to put in a juice
bar and maybe a little flower gar
den on the side," added A1 Nor
man, chapter member and new
ASUOP Emperor.
The rushtime disadvantage men
tioned earlier could be caused by
the fact that the house is a twelve
mile walk from campus, which
may make it a little difficult for
next year's rushees to put up with.
"I don't forsee that as being
much of a problem," Oats stated,
"after all, Lalpha Appa Kambda is
located off campus, and they're
doing fine."

Exposure
(continued from page 1)

who muttered, "Sure don't look
forward to doing that!"
8:13 a.m.: Chased across the
Wood Memorial Bridge by late
bicycle-riding high school students,
and almost caused a head on colli
sion with late moped riding UOP
students.
8:15 a.m.: Seen heading north
it the Health Center into the
ields. yelling. "This place is too
crazy. I'm going to Delta."
THEFTS: Three reports of cloth
ing stolen from the laundry rooms
were reported, including one re
port of missing "very personal
items." Students are reminded not
to leave their laundry alone at any
time, and especially__ be careful of
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Although this reporter has not
been able to see the new residence,
Thi Phelta Deta member Dork
Vesterwelt described it as "a spaci
ous, three story Victorian style
mansion, complete with sauna,
greenhouse, observatory, swim
ming poqj, dungeon, and four
powder rooms."
Because of a long escrow period,

and the time needed for refurbi
shing, the new house will officially
open for business on May 30. The
date is after most students leave for
summer vacation.
In the meantime, however, Thi
Phelta Deta plans to continue their
tradition of holding house and
chapter meetings in the Rathskellar
during rush hours.

leaving your socks unattended; the
sock monster usually steals only
one at a time.
Many male students report
ed entering their rooms and finding
their whole wardrobe missing.
Public Safety suspects the male
stripper, who has been exposing
himself to students, is tired of
running around naked and finally
decided to end his little escapade at
the expense of UOP students.
ROBBERY: Two female students
report having their backpacks
stolen after they let an unknown
m^le look through them to borrow
a compact. In an unrelated inci
dent, a male student reported that
he was 'robbed blind' by an attrac
tive female who wanted to borrow
some lunch money.
A student reported having her
car broken into on Wednesday
night but found a delightful suprise
when she looked inside. A top-of-

the-line Alpine stereo and Pioneer
speakers were installed in her radioless dash. Total ammount gained
was approximately $1,500. Unfor
tunately, the generous person
broke her window to gain entry
into the car.
On Sunday night some un
known person pulled another fire
alarm in Grace Covell. Grace resi
dents who thought the alarm was a
false one of all nights decided to
boycott the alarm and remain in'
their warm beds. Unfortunately, it
turned out to be a real fire and 400
GraceLi:residents
were chafbreiidci.
.i, iw SMti.+jUoV Xi11(> . i j
The Sfoclctbri' F'iie' Department,
who also figured the alarm was
false, also decided to boycott the
alarm and didn't show up. Total
loss was one large dorm and 400
rowdy students. One good thing
came out of the tragic event; the
student who pulled the alarm
turned himself in.

!
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Includes: pizza, spaghetti, soup,
salad bar, and garlic bread.
Monday thru Friday
11:30 until 2 p.m.
offer good at Rico's Pizza

I

Not
valid on "to go" orders.
Notvanoor.
—

1217 W. March Lane
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SAVE WITH THIS COUPON
SAVE WITH THIS COUPC

•

I

offer good at Rico's Pizza
Not valid on "to go" orders.

Not valid with any other offer

UKtme'

•I*

Any 14" Medium or
16" Largo Pizza.

The Pacifier is published every Thursday, except
today, because it's April first, by hard working,
dedicated students of the University of the Pacific.
Comments from readers are not welcome and are
strongly discouraged. Any guest columns and letters
must be typed in triplicate and submitted by Monday
at 3:45 a.m. All letters to the Editor must have a
verifiable signature, localaddress, telephone number,
social security number, valid Driver's license number
and at least one major credit card. The Padfter staff
reserves the right to trash any submitted materials.
Editorial comments reflect the views and opinions of
the Padfler Editorial Board, but without all the dirty
words they usually use.
The Pacifier office is located in the attic of Hand
Hall, and you should know the rest of the address.
Our phone number is confidential, thank you very
much. Office hours are Monday through Wednes
day, 10-3, or by personal appointment — no riff
raff

;. •
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1. Both; Prefix
5. Cutaway
10. Ives
14. Cousin of the bay
15. Supra
16. Unicom fish
17. Lily plant
18. Embankment
19. MaunaLoa output
20. Dainty
22. Went flat
24. Shoots of a woody
lant
owl
26. Mineral salt
29. Permanently
33. Labor initials
34. Leading
36. Monster slain by
Hercules
37. Vetch
39. Western capital
41. Shield
42.
on
44. Ex-senator Fong
of Hawaii
46. German river
47. Mikado's son

P

49.
woolsey
51. Thought: Fr.
52.
Grande
53. Rag
56. Uneven
60.
of roses

13. Go ahead
21. Western state:

63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.

28. Mohammedan

61.

Oro
French composer
Soviet river
Stranger
English town
Learning
Follower of a belief
Man from Korsor

DOWN
1. Jejune
2. What Oliver Twist
wanted

12. Cleave

what'* «10

University Book Store
UUmtr Cnur • Stockto#, CA Mill • <»*> M4-13M

Hof^omorr

$!•?&+

$&*+ *&l ^
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Abbr.

23. Egyptian symbol
25. Optimist
26. Take steps

27. Tropical vine
29.
30.
31.
32.
35.
38.
40.
43.
45.
48.
50.
52.

3. Handle of a pail
4. First name in India 53.
54.
5. Knights of old
55.
6. Urges on
56.
7. Range
57.
8. Poetic time
58.
9. More profound
59.
10. Direct hit
62.
11. Single

Applications and other Information
available at University Center Office
the Broii*
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Floora Kawasaki
Makin' Caviar
Tossa Frisbee
Jen's A. Goodone
Rave Jordache
God Okamoto
Payin' Ransom
Party Cider

BOOKS
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By Leigh Rubin

SIBERIAN HOSKV

Any 24" Family or 26" Party Pizza

1 21 7 W. March Lane
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Thi Phelta Deta's new house located on highway 99.
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quote quote slang slang quote
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word word word attribution source
period Word word word word City
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Fixture
Big bows proven hazardous
.

By Bobyn Mallard
Fixture Editor

B

y now most, if not all, of
you have been subjected to
the latest fashion statement and
apparently public nuisance:the bow.
Girls of all ages are sprouting
these sick Fixtures, made of velvet,
satin, toilet paper or whatever else
is handy at the time they pin their
locks back. In Paris, the bow is
the hottest selling item of the year.
But this ain't Paris.
Many of you may have
noticed the strange tendencies
lately of female U.O.Plenty coeds,
who are beginning to lean to one
side or the other, further and fur
ther and... This is due to the ex
cessive weight that these giant
bows cause on the wearer's neck
and lower back. Dr. Kai Row
Praetor, a Cowtown back
specialist, explains the tragic plot
of bow addicts. "They just don't
realize the traumatic effects that
these accessories are having on
their bodies," explained Praetor.
"If we don't do something about
this soon, we'll be faced with an
entire generation of bowed
backs." (no pun intended).
Bad backs aren't the only
problem that these bows are
responsible for. Reports from
U.O.Plenty Public Safety are
flowing in right and left, and the
fmgers all point at, you guessed it,
bows. Ben Dover, a student and
fraternity pledge, lost an eye Mon

,

„

„ „

brand-new
diningcard, when her brand
new
Pacific Avenue, her seven foot chartreuse bow became lodged in
white bow protruded out of her the door. The Cowtown Fire
convertible and obstructed the Department was called but, as
path of passing motorists, flipping usual, was in no hurry to get to
over innocent cars as they U.O.Plenty. As they worked on
helplessly-and unsuccessfully- tried Miss Heada with their "Jaws of
Life", dinner traffic backed up
to dodge the Taffeta Monster.
The latest incident involving down' Campus Way. She was
bows occured early Tuesday night, finally freed, but her bow was a
shambles. She is still in critical
at the Place O'Smell dining hall.
Aira Heada, a Place O'Smell condition.
This entire situation is getting
resident, was walking through the
out
of
hand. Bow addiction is
doors, preparing to ding her
becoming as serious and fatal as
that of crack and booze. Driving
with your bow too tight has just
been added to the California Penal
Code as a felony. If something
isn't done soon, we could become
a society of brainless but
bowdacious females.
To contribute to the "Off With
Bows Campaign", send check,
money order or food to The

unPlpntv.
U.O.Plenty. As she drove
drove down

_ r_„„u

day when Fawn Dullmee, a fresh
man Priority Girl who sits in front
of Dover, sharply whipped her
head around and removed his left
eye with her 12 inch pink satin
bow. Dover was planning to sue,
but dropped his suit when Fawn
reminded him of "blackmail
material" resulting from a little
sister rush party, during which they
both dropped their suits.
Late Tuesday afternoon, a
seven car pile-up was caused by
Ima Gique, another student at
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John,
I love you and only you. Fore
ver.
Love, Becky

You see,

Lost: 1 goldfish named Bob.
If found, please put him in water
immediately. He'll need it.
Found: 1 dehydrated gold
fish. Answers to Bob.

Becky,
I love you and only you. Forev
er.
Love, Mike

I
I
i

To Kathleen Turner,
I really thought you or I
deserved the Best Actress Award
instead of that bitch who won. I
couldn't hear a word she said. But
that's show biz.
Jane Fonda

Mike,
I love you and only you. Forev
er.
Love, John

> i
i
•

who can commit i

Charles,
Hate England.
Hate tea.
Taking the kids
back to Kansas.

i
i

i to just one_

I need my space. |

i

Di

! No, I'm not seeing another

Warm, affectionate narcissist
looking for someone who loves
me as much as I do.

11 certainly hope you believe me,
My parents hate you; you're too!

Nancy,
Well, I'd just say no if I could
remember what happened.
Ron

'

for me; your parents hate me;!

! you're jealous of other

's;

i

you're j

For Sale:
Rolex gold watch - $50, Sony
Walkman - $15, MacPlus - $75,
Black Vuarnets - $10. Need
quick cash to support my hob
by.

•

for me. I guess it!

; just not the right

! just wasn't meant to be. But don't get me wrong, !

iJ

i

Paul,
I hate the itching, but I don't
| mind the swelling.
Dave
P.S. And please do call me
Dave.

And an !

Tutor needed for football
player failing Badminton 1A.
I Must be able to speak Grunt.

. You're a really nice

friends, if that's ok with i

you,

Someday some lucky J
will take my place.
luckier

Young, unattractive male
seeks female of the same. Must
wear glasses, have crooked teeth,
weigh over 250 lbs., and have a
"great personality."
Roommate needed to share
4x6 apartment: must be ex
cessive chain smoker, adverse to
bathing, never wash clothes,
willing to eat off of food-caked
dishes and share all of your
food with me. No weirdos.
Amy,
I love you and only you
forever and always.
Todd
Todd,
I love you and only you
forever and always.
Angle

Amy,
I love you and only you
forever and always.
Angle

quite in

II ttr
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u

not the kind of

i even

'ilcoStany,h

Larger bows worn by some girls have been known to cause severe
back problems.

J need some time apart.
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We really need to talk. I don't quite know »
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ending machines of a dif
ferent sort are appearing
around campus this week. Instead
of the traditional cola and candy
machines, California Coolers and
Coors Beer will be featured in three
new machines located in the
University Center, near the Lbuilding and in the front of the
Conservatory of Music.
University vice presidents ap
proved the installation of the
*'Dispense -a-Drink" machines last
month, in hopes that the large
alcohol market on campus can be
tapped to benefit the University
and student body.
"Students at Pacific undoubted-

It's your future: you decide.

•

! It'll never work:

ByGandyCorn
Nudes Editor

here

logical choice to all, as it is close to
residents of
Grace Covell, and
residents
of ^ra
fraternity circle. Supporters of the
project also hope to attract Uc
apartment partiers with the ma
chines so close at hand.
A "Dispense-a-Drink" was orig.
inally to be installed in Burns
Tower, but protests arose from the
Chaplain's Office. "We really
shouldn't have something like this
so near to Morris Chapel," said
the Chaplain's spokesman, adding,
"We do want communion to be
the first wine of the day for our
students."
The Conservatory of Music was
selected as an alternate site, to
enable student musicians to refresh
themselves immediately after
performances.

Pacifier.

Are you tired of not knowing what to say to that not-so-specialanymore-person, when you just want to say "Get out of my face ?
Well, the Pacifier is offering this one time only, free, All-purpose
"Dear John" letter. Simply fill in the blanks with the appropriate
names and nouns, then send it to that certain someone. It'll save you
lots of time, energy, and thinking.
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vend-a-brew

Omeager Phi Alfalfa are the leading group in the attempt to bring
alcohol to the Rat.
It is expected that the new vend
ly spend dollars and dollars on
alcoholic beverages, and I'd sure ing machines will raise over
like to see some of those funds $100,000 annually, a profit that is
come back to the campus," said targeted to lower tuition hikes in
ASUOP Emperor A1 Norman in a future years. "We really ought to
raise that much or more, because
recent press conference.
The decision of where to place that's less than one-fourth of the
the "Dispense-a-Drink" machines current market on campus,"
was made after careful delibera reported the Admissions Office.
If the machines are indeed suc
tion. The Z-building location was
chosen due to its proximity to the cessful, negotiations will take place
pool; it is thought that a quick concerning the sale of alcholic bev
drink can be consumed from the erages in the ASUOP grocery
Z-building before entering the pool store, dining halls, and the Rath
skeller.
enclosure.
The
University
Center
was
a
v

Pro jobs

1

^rhis week's jobs include:
»
v
:
j5 Ski instructor needed, Swiss Alps. Must be able to yodel and be goat sj
I friendly.
J

\
^^tomic bomb tester. One time opportunities for people who take their F
^plives in their hands. Great family benefits.

es

|

Babysitter needed for Rosemary's Baby, Jason, Carol Anne, and
f, Freddie, a fun group of kids
,

«•

nf

Washington (BMW ' *

fans

Brent
I vtnint «vh »•

thirtp* as
as Bft'tgeiaioc
Port • •"m
amotis athletes
Kcinx
eteRose, and the Sw Diego C*tckwt

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
The Conservatory of Music will be doing
money to remodel the newiy-ien vine! ent
he height of the evening will be (he South
n various types of borrowed and stolen cqi

THE DRAMA AND DANC I 1)1 PA

The drama and dance department will lw
version of the Broadway hit Cab. Monti t)
will be performing the lead

UC THEATRE:
[his weekend is
is porno
porno weekend
weekat the l i
thca,,t
P"*™ M

Sissr'—

"*j$%anch hands wanted for Mustang Ranch. Must be tall, dark, j
handsome, and athletically built.
^
P Cruise Director wanted for three hour tour on the S.S. MinnowA
^ Contact the Skipper or Gilligan.
7 Be a Tour Guide for war torn Middle Eastern Countries and Paris »
& shopping centers. See parts of people and contemporary ruins never j
f imagined.
u
See Mr. Green Jeans in the Putting-off Employment and Chores
S) Office for further information.

Middle-aged single man seeks
I live-in 18-22 year-old female
maid to cook, clean and per|form other domestic duties.

will take yours.
Love,

(Coupon)

i FREE
10" PIZZA
w /purchase of

j 16" or Larger Pi;
Pizza
(In-House only)

(Coupon)

16"

PIZZA SCAM!
now accepting...

Mon - Thur

|12"

2 Topping Pizza; COMPETITORS
plus
!
2 FREE Cokes
COUPONS
for
$ Q99 +TAX
Comparable |

^
,0°J?

0

ALSO
Valid on Delivery
Expires 4-23-87

Products.

plus

(Coupon)

2 Topping Pizza
plus
2 FREE Cokes
, k $C99 + TAX

|

(EXCLUDING 50 percent off)

FREE ?-Pack COKE

Expires 4-23

(Expires 4-23-87)

W

ALSO
Valid on Delivery
Expires 4-23-87
/C1

$1.00 OFF any *4 or 26 PIZZA
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Well, what a wpplr
week it'c
it's h«*n
been in
Hollywood. Drugs, facelifts,
adultery, and bankruptcy seem to
be running rampant in the city this
week.

CONCERTS AND ENTERTAINMENT:

«Wol „ „ ? » ' « •
niable student mus^dam6. s -• <u

The Spanos Center will be sponsoring a special no cost concert for all
U0P students. This concert which has top name entertainment from
ail over the coimtry, will be in recognition of the students' willing
ability to pay $15,000 a year in tuition. Those performing will be Huey
Lewis and the News, Whitney Houston, The Police, Peter Gabriel
Bruce Springsteen, Madonna, and Starship. This concert is completely
free to all UOP students. Enjoy this one; it's the only thing at UOP
that doesn't cost anything....

pJ"^!*;L. """ ''iatelv
i

Jim Doe doesHollywood

c

Bob "Bobcat" Goidthwaite, co-star of the movie "Burglar" with
Whoopi Goldberg, will be reading selections of Elizabeth Barrett
Browning's love poetry. This thought provoking presentation will be
at the Spanos Center and is sponsored by Loud Mouth Productions.
Stan the Man and the Joggers will kick off the U.S. tour by having
their opening performance on Anderson Lawn this weekend during
Open House. The tour "Running for Love" will take them to places
like Modesto, California; Hell, Nevada; Hole-in-the-Wall, North
Dakota and Wheaties, Kansas.
Emmanuel Lewis will present his creative photography exhibit at the
UOP Gallery. This exhibit will include such subjects as kneecaps,
hubcaps, chair legs, tree stumps, and a variety of ground insect life.
This exhibit should prove to be quite impressive.

Business Men of Washington (BMW) will be performing a few of their
modem and classical selections from their album, "Krazy Kazoos."
•re the leading group In the attempt to
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I'd sure
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For all you sports fans...Brent Musburger will bring his highly ac
claimed one-man show, "An Evening with Brent and His Friends," to
Long Theatre. Musburger will present his impressions of such
famous athletes as Refrigerator Perry, Jim McMahon, Larry Bird,
Pete Rose, and the San Diego Chicken.

It is expected that the new vend
ing machines will raise over
SI00,000 annually, a profit that is
targeted to lower tuition hikes in
future years. "We really ought to
raise that much or more, because
that's less than one-fourth of the
current market on campus,"
reported the Admissions Office.
If the machines are indeed suc
cessful, negotiations will take place
concerning the sale of alcholic bev
erages in the ASUOP grocery
store, dining halls, and the Rath
skeller.

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC:
The Conservatory of Music will be doing a benefit concert to raise
money to remodel the newly-remodeled entrance to the Conservatory
The height of the evening will be the South-Side Rockers performing
on vanous types of borrowed and stolen equipment.

THE DRAMA AND DANCE DEPARTMENT:

was a

o jobs

The drama and dance department will be performing a full scale
version of the Broadway hit Cats. Morris the Cat of television fame
will be performing the lead.

#

— My sources tell me that Cybill
Sheppard is pregnant with twins.
The doctors are completely baffled
over what is happening. According
to Hollywood's leading doctor,
Dr. Buster Hyman, they are having
problems determining the paternity
of each of the children. Yes, folks,
a definite scandal is in the works.
— And, of course, we have Hol
lywood's golden couple once again
in the news. Madonna and Sean
Penn were once again fighting in
public. According to another one

Ima Critique
Guest Wierdo

Tie Alfalfa and UOP's drama
and dance department present
"Tights, leotards, and other obsce
nities in art," a visual production
outlining subliminal and obvious
sexual overtones in classic and
modern art forms, April 6 at 9
p.m. The presentation will feature
slide shows, original art and
dramatic performances prepared
by Pacific students, with e com
mentary/discussion led by Satur
day Night Live's Church Lady.
"It's absolutely disgusting
...those grown men in tights
We're going to explore the pres
ence of Satan in these people and
send him on his way with the

— For those of you who missed
the debate between Dr. Joyce Bro
thers and Dr. Ruth Westheimer it
was most enlightening. The debate,
"The Pros and Cons of Using
Ribbed Condoms," became heated
as the evening progressed. The use
of foul language and vulgarity
became so overwhelming, that one
lady in the audience fainted. Joyce
and Ruth will no longer be allowed
to speak in public forum due to the
fact that it could cause the public
undue emotional problems.
— Well, readers, that's it for this
week's gossip. Stay tuned for next
week's feature on what we found
in the bathrooms of the stars.

Lord's help," said the Church La
Aries (March 21 - April 20)
quintessential Dennis Hopper hat<
dy, adding, "I better see the whole
April will bring tons of fun to all just to celebrate.
gang there."
you bouncing birthday Aries! Gary Libra (Sept. 24 — Oct. 23)
Admission will not be charged to
Ganew's Granola Bistro is radia
It's time for you greenthumbs to \
UOP students and regular
ting from Mars cosmic rays! get to work and start planting your!
church-goers, however, an offer
That's the place to party down! Go gardens if you want to keep your- '
ing will be taken during an inter
indulge in Grasshopper Saffron self and others supplied during the >
mission in the program. Members
pine nut cake!
summer. Humboldt County!
of the community with little or no
Taurus (April 21-May 21)
cannot be relied upon!(A tip from 1
church experience will be admitted
OK, pigheaded bulls! April is a reliable source!)
to the event with a $15 admission
supposed to go your way — even S a g i t t a r i u s (Oct. 2 4 - Dec. 21)
and exorcism charge.
though you always do get your Greenpeace and pollution are J
Art media such as sculpture,
way! Anyway, don't get too arrog main concerns of the conscientious
painting, rock music and dance
ant because the love interest in line Sagittarius. Collect around the of
will be discussed, with special focus
for you is a ten-foot refugee organ- fice and save the baby seals!
on ballet attire and lyrics to songs
gutan (he he he he) and orangutans Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 20)
by musical group Prince and the
like to hang Tauruses by their toes
This month there are extreme i
Revolution. Contact the Church
and tickle them with organic car vibes radiating out of Mars that I
Lady for more information, at
rots!
only you sensitive Capricorns can (
1-800-KIL-SATN, (545-7286).
QgGemini (May 22 - June 21)
feel. Bask in these cosmic rays and ;
go< Stay away from Yuppies who store them. These are your power;
pray to the refined sugar god. Get supply for the rest of the year.
away from it all and go soak in the Aquarius (Jan. 21 — Feb. 19)
mud baths at Harris Ranch by
If you business minded Aquar
Kettleman City. The cows are iuses really want to start up a <
ceremony was Jim Baker. His wife friendly and the soil is mineral lucrative business and stay within i
Tammy Faye performed (slurred) ©genriched, too
the bonds of the Love In, classic \
*the songs...Liza Minelli and LizCancer (June22-July 23)
VW buses are for you! Yes, the;
Taylor (honorary member) provid- <
This month is a bummer month scoop is that in three years, VW
ed the flowers and attended thej (for you. Your best bet is to find buses will be classics! An increase !
guest book...Richard Burton pro-c 5 out where The Grateful Dead are in demand an increase in price!!
vided the ethereal atmosphere' )and join up as a groupie for a Buy them now, renovate them,1
...Mrs. Ford said, "they are sO( 3 while. I promise, this is the most be ready for (gulp) 1990!
much in love, they'll last at least a< 'relaxing vacation! You won't Pisces (Feb. 20 - March 20)
year. I hope they remember to visit < <know where the time went!
For you domestic Pisces — the;
often. They're so welcomed f <Leo (July 24 - Aug. 23)
restaurant business is my advice to
here!"...The couple will honeymoon<
This will prove to be a construc you. Since Mars has been emitting
at the clinic's cottage.
tive month for you! You will be massive amounts of cosmic rays,
3 bitten by the decorator bug! Go brussel sprouts, bamboo shoots,1
3for it! Grass mats and strings of alfalfa sprouts, and collard greens <
5beads are on sale at Macy's Design have been massively produced. Get (
a deal at the supermarket and open J
<your very own Synanon!
your own Gary Ganew Granola <
«Virgo (Aug. 24 — Sept. 23)
This is national "Easy Rider" Bistro! I'll check it out! Hey, I'll
^month for all Virgos. Venice even review it!!
Well, fellow starkids, get down,1
->Beach is the spot to hit. The "Easy
3Rider" cast reunion will meet there get funky, God Bless, make love"
5for a day or two (or three or not war, watch the Thundercats
jfour...). If you can't go, pull out they're organic!!
<the old Peter Fonda shades and Ramona Granola from Barcelona ,

The Betty Ford update
Rona Barrett

Snoop

...Brooke Shields and David Lee
Roth were quietly married on the
clinic's lawn last Sunday. The two
met last year during their stay at
the clinic...Attending the wedding
were Run DMC ("you be illin"),
Aerosmith ("these places all look
alike"), special guest Joan Rivers
("I hope the wagon doesn't
break"), and Brooke's mom, cur
rently a resident...Performing the

ucTHEATRE:

viss Alps. Must be able to yodel and be goat J

This weekend is porno weekend at the UC Theatre. On Friday and
Saturday night the theatre will present Debbie Does Dallas and Deep
. Throat. Complimentary cigarettes will be handed out after each
• t i m e opportunities for people w h o take their| Performance.
i On Sunday, to balance out the weekend, the Disney version of Bambi
: family benefits.
*
i will be shown.
toscmary's Baby, Jason, Carol Anne, and£
Ids.

*
'How to use your husband's credit
cards without him knowing it,"
and "How to have an affair with
the poolman in your own back
yard." Now that could be a sticky
situation.
— Well, it seems that tit-a-tat
between Joan Rivers and Johnny
Carson is continuing. The
argument has escalated into a full
fledged war. Rivers and Carson
were seen at a swank Hollywood
eaterie throwing insults at each
other. The fight soon erupted into
a free for all food fight with Rivers
getting a concussion from Carson
hurling his lobster dinner at her.
No charges have been filed by
Rivers as of yet. Stay tuned for
further details.

A bulging production |HorrOrSCODeS

*

M

,
..
of my reliable sources, the dispute
was over whether or not Sean had
broken not one but two photogra
phers' noses when they were trying
to snap pics of the couple out on
the town. Madonna insisted that
he had only broken one nose, but
Penn, being the macho man that
he is, insisted that it was two. Of
course, my photographer left im
mediately.
— Nell Carter is working on a new
Weight Watchers video soon to be
on the shelves. It's entitled, "How
to be Happy, Fat, and Flabby."
— The rage this week is Liz Tay
lor's new book on marriage. It's
called, "How to Have a Successful
Marriage in Eight Easy Lessons."
The book includes such topics as

j

Reminder;
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Formerly the Redwood Room
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$40i
offany10Kring.
THURSDAY NIGHT
APRIL 2ND

For one week only, order and save on the gold ring of your choice. For
complete details, see your Jostens representative.
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Porks

Sluggers slam quiet

ra.ff.vv w

Tacky Tricks

. .

Hey now, I don't think golf is a strenuous sport like football,
baseball or basketball. The bottom line is that golf is not a sport.
Now before the golf enthusiasts out there head up to The Pacifier
office to pelt me with those funny looking little balls which make me
throw my back out ofwack when I try to hit them, let me explain what
I mean by that. Golf, while entertaining in its own quaint way, is not a
sport in the classic sense.
And now to prove it check this rational.
First, it's perfectly fair to say that golf is not as strenuous as some oj
the other sports like football or basketball for instance. While it is true
that it could take a lot out of you to walk 18 holes on a sunny day,
don't think that compares to playing a football game on a December
day in Green Bay. Alright, sometimes it rains on their parade, but i j u
does they just postpone the game until tomorrow and adjourn to the

By Bubba S. Ironman
Porks Editor

F

ClUEven"baseballplayers

have it tougher than these golfers. While they
also follow the "good weather rule," they slide into each other, crash
into walls and dive after line drives. Also baseball is morecomforta e
to watch. 1 know I would much rather sit up in the stands with a cold
brew than stand around behind some ropes waiting for some absen
minded would-be golfer to send one zipping by my head.
This interesting issue brings me up to the biggest flaw in golj, those
people like myself. Amatures.
Only in golf can the most prestigious tournaments be besieged by
rank amatures for even unranked amatures). In
professionals like Nickalus, Watson, and Trevmo, you get to see people
like Bob Hope, Dean Martin, or even worse yet, Gerry Ford.
Ford by himself is enough to make you wonder. Plain and simple,
the man is dangerous. I hear rumors that a special stretcher squad
follows the former President around courses at all times. To put this in
perspective, can you imagine Huey Lewis sitting on the bench during
the world series waiting for a chance to pinch-hit? Or Pee Wee
Herman playing in the Super Bowl? I think you get the point.
Another thing that bothers me about golfers is their appearance.
They just don't look like athletes. They never seem to sweat, and
athletes should sweat.
I heard a rumor that the new thing could be a cross between punk
rock and aerobics. Something called "thump-o-cise. It s the only
exercise where you can work up a sweat and get knocked out at the
same time. Seriously though, running is actually the real exercise
particularly if you try long distance running.
It's the best thing to attain real pain. Running five miles for the
in-shape person may be easy. And for the first two miles it may be easy
too. But then you get into the "second wind" or the "numb-zone."
This affect attacks your thighs, eventually spreading through your
entire body, and sometimes causes nausea. Next comes the light
\headedness and the general disarray of your entire mentality. It's a lot
of fun, you should try it some time.
J

Pathetic oozes to lead
^Walter Cronkite
Retired

T

he Second Annual Calaveras
Swim meet and Garbage
Dodge, an afternoon of fun and
delight for all members of the
family, is slated for April 5.
"We're training hard for the
event and hope to take the title
away from Alchemia", stated
Mark, Mark, Mark, Mark and
Mark of I Felta Theta. Last year's
Calaveras Crown was captured by
the Well of Alchemia, only after
several pledge members became in
jured during their rigorous training
for the event.
The race this year begins at 3
a.m., with a Shoreline tailgate par
ty and a fun run along the UOPCalaveras bank. Musical entertain
ment and refreshments will be pro
vided, free of charge. At 5 a.m.,
the race officially begins, with the
customary throwing out of the first
»fish.
As soon as the swimmers see the
fish hit the water and approach
death by pollution, they will dive

into the waterway from the
campus footbridge. Participants
will then
swim
upstream
(whichever direction it happens to
be that day) toward the finish line
3 meters away. Spectators will
stationed along the route to ensure
participants follow the rules.
The rules are:
a) No floatation devices to be
used.
b) The swimmer must avoid con
tact with any water animals, living
or dead, but excluding microscopic
organisms such as bacteria.
c) No alcoholic beverages in the
water.
d) Winner must emerge from the
Calaveras with no bruises, commu
nicable diseases, insect bites or
broken legs.
e) No scuba gear.
The fourth rule was instated for
this year's competition as some
members of the winning Alchemia
team participated with broken legs
last year, which was determined
unhealthy by the Office of Student
Life, and the newly-formed Calav
eras Crown Task Force.

Memory's Dance and Theatre Shop
Tights-Leotards-Shoes
Costume Rentals Year Round
Accessories and Make-up
On the Miracle Mile inside Town & Country Petites

2111 Pacific Ave, 462-5688

or Quiet Riot University's
baseball team, last night's 43 loss to the University of the
Pacific at Beiden Field was the pits.
Not that UOP ace pitcher Big
Mike Maynard was so hard to hit.
In fact, the Heavy Metalheads
ranked Maynard for 13 hits. The
hits just didn't come at the right
time.
"We outhit them at every chan
ce, especially when we heard Weird
A1 Yankovich's lastest release play
ing in the stands, but it didn't do
any good," lamented Quiet Riot
assistant coach Creature Lane.
"We got the hits but we did not
have anybody on."
The Heavy Metalheads didn't
help themselves any by hitting into
five double plays. Twin killings
ended Quiet Riot's fifth, sixth and
seventh inning ai-bats.
A double play in the bottom of
the fourth prevented the Heavy
Metalheads from a possible big
inning off Maynard, who raised
his record to 7-1. Scotty Baldwin
led off the fourth with a walk, but

..

because we hadn't let him eat any
Harvey Kenfield grounded into a
cream puffs recently, and that
double play. Donald McRonald,
surprised me a little bit, but he got
Louis Hillman and Slowman Klein
the outs when he needed the ,
followed with three straight sinLane said of Maynard, who threw
ales But Maynard struck out Qui
145 pitches. "He did a very good
et Riot lead off hitter Michael
job. He is just a great pitcher.
Stewart looking to end the threat.
The Heavy Metalheads touched
"With bases loaded, you get one
Maynard for a single run in the
or two hits, you score six or seven
bottom of the second, when HiUruns if everything goes right,
man singled scoring Johnny UtterLane noted. "It's a little bit differ
man. Hillman, who went 4 tor 4,
ent picture if we hit the ball
the
doubled in Tricky Ricky, who was
score is about 8-3
pinch winning for Keyfield. Quiet
That wasn't the case, however.
Riot's other two runs came m the
Maynard, despite being belted in
bottom of the ninth.
his left eye and denied foodstuffs
With Hillman on second witn
throughout the contest, kept his
the tying run, Maynard struck out
cool and struck out six. The sixpinch-hitter Chewy Haruta and
foot nine inch 275-pounder walked
induced Jeff Winnick to fly out to
three, and gave his defense all the
center field to end the game.
credit in the world.
Quiet Riot hurler Flatbutt
"The defense played great to
McGee scattered eight hits, walked
night and that's the one big reason
two and whiffed eight in going the
why we won the game" the senior
distance.
.
right-hander said. "I was getting
Pacific
scored
three
runs
oil
the ball up a little bit with the
McGee in the top of the first, with
fastball, and I was having a little
two Heavy Metalhead errors help
trouble with the curve, but the
ing the cause.
defense definitely came through
Sloppy Joe led off with a single
tonight."
for the Tigers and stole second
"He was a little bit wild today

artiSt?
ted

art1st

dr6^ sketchingirtin8

Vbase.
*QCP

5" -.intinB'
Hillman, the Qu^
catcher, then threw wildly
S
right field on Sammy Dee's b,H|r
1
allowing Joe to race home with u
Tiger's first run. Molehill wa«

this

vou

te that ^fTpicture

gunned down trying to steal
cond.
an
Tiger third baseman Rai
1
Dumps followed by drill;
McGee's first offering deep
the left field fence for a biB ti,
solo homer giving Pacific a
prisf.' an 03348- . accepted as
lead. The Tigers made it 34) l 4
' licture *,^ fairly
least
Bubba Gross reached base on
a specif
If ^ and at
error and scored on a double
Test
wih
tension
Hackman Tatertot.
ComP
hfcs
anDlication to
Pacific added what proved tok
the game-winning run in the ton
must
the fifth as Mount Molehill
home Tommy Shutout. Shutom
owl
reached base on a fielder's choice
and then stole second to set
Molehill. After Shutout slid i
second, he received a shove &„
Quiet Riot second baseman hj
Piscopo. Both benches immediate,
ly emptied, but tempers cooled jj
quickly as they flared. Besides
Molehill's perfect night at the
plate, Maynard and Joe drilled two
super hits.

J

Connect the <

O'Dunnwith recruits Equalizer
Hugh Hefner
Playboy

W

then head basketball coach
1Huey O'Dunnwith saw the
talents and confidence that came as
a quite natural trait for Atwater
Junior College star, Fletch Slamdunk, O'Dunnwith was impressed
enough to recruit Slamdunk.
At 4' 7', Slamdunk has to have a
lot of self-confidence on his side.
Consider, at 4' 7', Slamdunk isn't
at all big for a university player.
But yes, he even has a 44-inch
vertical leap like the National Bas
ketball Association's "Spud"
Webb.
—
Even though Slamdunk is simp
ly awesome, he didn't have much!
chance for starting because Pacific
already had some top-notch play
ers. But last season was dismal
until Slamdunk came on the floor
and proceeded to show-off his sup
er scoring talents.
Although, Slamdunk was vic
timized by health problems - an
emergency head surgery, followed
by an acute gaseous infection,
Slamdunk was blessed with the
following: Confidence, Determina
tion, Aggressiveness, and More
confidence.
This past season Slamdunk's ov
erall performance is one of the
main reasons for Pacific's fine
showing in the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association champion
ships in the Los Angeles forum.
The Tigers finished their season
with an impressive 31-2 record and
an undaunted championship. Pre
sently, Slamdunk is slated to con
tinue as starting point guard begin
ning next season.

Said Tiger Coach O'Dunnwith,
"He's been Pacific's most
instrumental player and is certainly
responsible, in a large part, for the
outstanding success of our team.
He plays without making a lot of
mistakes and he gets the ball to the
right people at the right time, and
most importantly, the hoop."
The above explains why Slam
dunk leads the team in assists with
104(9.1 per game).
"As far as our pressing defen
se," O'Dunnwith added, "he
works very well with the other
players and has great team spirit."
That plains wfey Slamdunk leads
the Tigers in steals with 58 (5.2 per
game).
"The last thing is he's a heck of
a foul shooter," O'Dunnwith
continued. "A guy who is that
good and handles the ball a lot,
that shoots fouls well, is import
ant."
How good is Slamdunk at the
free throw line? Well, he leads
Pacific in that department too.
Slamdunk has made 99 of his 110
freethrow attempts. His .875 ac
curacy from the stripe isn't far off
Johnson's state-leading 89 percent
effort last season. Oh yes, Slam
dunk is 1 of 3 Tigers averag
ing double figures in scoring at
21.4 points per game.
Slamdunk's season high came
on December 15 when he scored 25
points to pace the Tigers to a 93-85
victory over University NevadaLas Vegas. The win earned Pacific
the consolation trophy in the Too
Tough University Tournament.
"Oh, I suppose I could do much
better if I don't have anymore
physical ailments, and I'm just

ST. GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
GRENADA
ST. VINCENT

Affiliated Hospitals in
New York Stale
New Jersey
United Kingdom

Approved February 4, 1987 by the New York State Education Department for the
purpose of conducting a clinical clerkship program in New York teaching hospitals.
St. George's received a similar approval in 1985 from the New Jersey Board of
Medical Examiners; this establishes St. George's as the only foreign medical school
with instruction in English that has state-approved campuses in both New York
and New Jefsey.
Over 700 students have transferred to US. medical schools. St. George's has
graduated over 1,000 physicians:
They are licensed in 39 states;
They hold faculty positions in 20 U.S. medical schools —25% have been Chief
Residents in 119 U.S. hospitals (according to a 1986 survey).
St. George's is entering its second decade of medical education. In the first decade,
we were cited by The Journal of the American Medical Association (January 1985)
as ranking number one of all major foreign medical schools in the initial pass rate
on the ECFMG exam.
St. George's is one of the few foreign medical schools whose students qualify for
Guaranteed Student Loans. Our students also qualify for the PLUS/ALAS loans
and, under certain conditions, VA loans. St. George's grants a limited number of
loans and scholarships to entering students.
For information
please contact
the Office of
Admissions

St. George's University School of Medicine/67
c/o The Foreign Medical School Services Corporation
One East Main Street • Bay Shore, New York 11706
(516) 665-8500

Psychic reader and Adviser
A reading by Mrs. Ray. Palm and card
reader. Advice on all problems.
Answers all questions.
Reading by donation. Call 946-951 5

mamm

y°u an

happy I got a chance to play ball
this year," said Slamdunk,
"because coming out of junior
college and being so short I really
didn't know whether I could play

university ball or not. And I was so
good at the J.C. that I never really
got a chance to find out."
Slamdunk has made the most of
his chance this year.

Phelta Rama Mudducks
wrestle to victory
By Lois Lane
Yuppie

just can't believe we got so
an no one could
anchor us," exhalted Carrie Burla,
Phelta Rama team captain, after
they grasped the sweepstakes
trophy in the Mudwrestling Ex
travaganza last Saturday.
The Extravaganza is held in the
practice field each year to benefit
the chosen charities of each partici
pating living group. Last year, over
$7,000 was donated to the
Washed-Up Wrestlers Union after
North-East captured the title in an
astonishing victory featuring Sue
Seaman and Don Roberson.
This year, an undetermined
amount of money was raised
through ticket and promotional
photograph sales, in addition to
the total funds earned through the
sales of "The Mudsplashes of
UOP" calendar. The total will be
applied to the account of Phelta
Rama's favorite philanthropy.
"We just can't decide who is
more deserving of the support like
yet, you know," commented Data
. Lizard, one of the winning wres

i. psyched,

tlers. The team is deciding between
the Swimsuit Modelers of Ameri
ca, and the American AIDS FouiMJ
dation.
The dazzling victory came latein I
the competition when the |
North-East, Iceland and Bessie Va
lentine teams tied with the Phelta
Rama in total wrestling points,
Each team had eliminated 11
slippery competitors in the quests
for fame. It was at this time that
the actual mudslinging occurred,
and Phelta Rama slid past the
others.
"It was getting really gross when
we had to go up against Iceland,
with George Jetson as team cap
tain," commented Bessie Valen
tine's Steve Black, a miniature
golfer, whose team was
ated in the final four.
Iceland met Phelta Rama in the
deciding match, but the contest
resulted in a draw several time,
presumably due to the fun particip
ants were having during the com
petition. Amidst a tangled massot
mud-covered arms and legs, the
judges declared the Phelta Ra®2
team victorious.
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